Michael Stewart-Isaacs is a collaborative influencer who knows how to speak to the heart of an audience and he enables people to tap into higher levels of leadership. Michael continues to give his story in order to inspire and help others just as people have helped him in life. Raised by the Diamond of Sierra Leone, his mother, who instilled in him a sense of artistic passion and his Jamaican father who instilled pride and dignity, Michael Stewart-Isaacs lives up to the standards by which they raised him. Michael invites everyone around him to incorporate those same values in their family, company, and community. With his confidence and all-embracing energy, Michael Stewart-Isaacs has an ability to charge the atmosphere whether it be in the streets, classroom, or the boardroom.

A prime example of leadership in action, Michael Stewart-Isaacs has been involved in the world of entrepreneurship for over two decades. His appeal is limitless and breaks the boundaries of all professions, ages, and cultures. Facing troubled beginnings in New York, it was the echo of his grandmother’s teaching of Luke 14:11, “For all those who exalt themselves will be humbled, and those who humble themselves will be exalted” that recalibrated the way he used his gifts to serve the world.

At the young age of thirteen, Michael’s keen understanding about the lack of economic development within his community set in motion the concept for his very first company MOSAYK which was featured in BlackEnterprise.

Leveraging his experience as a serial entrepreneur and his belief in his own Motivation, Success, and Knowledge, Michael developed innovative programs to instruct others in becoming masters of their own fate as well. He continues challenging today’s leaders to be lifelong business achievers providing signature training programs, motivational speeches, and coaching.

The culmination of his mission has resulted in the co-founding of the #IAMBRILLIANT campaign which has been featured on NBC’s TODAY show. This campaign has traveled the country helping citizens identify their skills and applying it to better their communities. Michael continues to challenge his audiences by motivating them to see their brilliance within and spread it abroad.

Michael’s commitment to community activism has been long standing. His years of service has included organizing a think-tank during Occupy Wall Street where he protested alongside fellow citizens.

As a highly sought-after speaker and educator, Michael Stewart-Isaacs shares his message, and expounds the depth of his knowledge on subject matters such as entrepreneurship, diversity, and inclusion creating lasting results. With a presentation style that is breezy with loads of humor, audience-interaction and backing of decades of achievements and solution-based concepts, Michael is guaranteed to create an impactful wave of transformation.

“Ultimately, as a community and a culture of African-descended people; we need a level of neutrality, of seeing ourselves become part of the societal norm. Our youth need a level of community and connection that will increase their confidence.”
MICHAEL STEWART-ISAACS HAS AN INCREDIBLE WAY OF FOCUSING ON BROADER PERSPECTIVES IN BUSINESS AND ITS IMPACT ON COMMUNITY. NO MATTER WHAT PHASE OF BUSINESS YOU ARE IN MICHAEL IS GUARANTEED TO HELP YOU EXCEL.

PRESENTATIONS THAT EMPOWER

15 KEYS TO SUCCESS

These fifteen keys are lessons learned from Michael’s years working within the business and entertainment industry. His witty ideas and comedic performance shows when he is sharing the keys to ‘surviving your industry.’ Now, these principles are being revealed in this lively session to empower your passions and career.

MSK 21 - MOTIVATION, SUCCESS, KNOWLEDGE

The guiding beliefs of your life shape your destiny. Imagine if you could see the equation of your life story. This presentation opens your heart to greater levels of a caring and positive mindset.

MAPS – MAKING A PUBLIC STATEMENT

In this impactful presentation participants learn key characteristics of skilled orators. You will be educated in making your voice a brand asset. The next ten years of your life will become more fulfilling and enjoyable when you feel confident in your voice and brand.

TESTIMONIALS

“I have known Michael professionally and as a friend for 5+ years. I find him to be a remarkable guy who has the entrepreneurial spirit like no other. He is a fantastic motivational speaker, mentor to peers and all around great guy.”
Greg Fawcett,
CEO Precision Marketing Partners

"Michael's concept of "I Am Brilliant" is a fun way to bring a smile to people's faces."
Divya Parekh,
Author of The Entrepreneur's Garden

"Mr. Stewart-Isaacs is a brilliant orator with a tremendous sense of community."
Artist Christopher Terrell,
Founder of the Raleigh Film & Art Festival

#IAMBRILLIANT

MEDIA APPEARANCES

BLACK ENTERPRISE
BET.COM
THE CW
WRAL.com
WSJ
The News&Observer

CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

@IAMMOSAYK
@IAMMOSAYK
/MSTEWARTISAACS

BOOK MICHAEL TODAY!
CONNECT@IAMBRILLIANT.ORG